
A campaign turning point for Fictive Hack set in the World Between 

By Andrew Shields 

 

A noble family made a dark trade centuries ago—the dreams of the family, in exchange for material 

wealth and prosperity. Now, the dark fey lord that harvests the dreams is, once again, using 60 years’ 

worth of dreaming to craft a monster to sell to the highest bidder. The characters rush to stop the process, 

and unwittingly facilitate it, discovering the deception in a final confrontation.  

 

This campaign turning point is designed for about 5 characters of 10
th
 to 20

th
 level. 

 

 

The events and personas described here are designed to take an ongoing campaign and play out a 

potentially re-directing event. This serves as a miniature apocalypse for a single character, and affects the 

entire group of adventuring comrades. 

 

Therefore, this material works best as a secret goal set and foreshadowed early on in character careers by 

the DM. The DM can keep an eye out for scenes and conflicts that could serve in the Shaping Realms, or 

use the events of the Shaping Realms to inspire situations leading up to playing through this material. 

 

Most active adventure groups will build up suitable scenes in the background to use this event even 

without forethought and planning. In any case, it is just fine to use generic events. This process feels 

much less prefabricated and more personal and home-grown when it incorporates the past that the 

characters bring to the moment, customized and aimed right at their hearts. 

 

 

This event works best if you have a few things already built into the character backgrounds. 

 

 A brooding, wealthy, Gothic family of nobles that seems supernaturally fortunate with cash flow. 

o Connect to the family. Either a character is a member of the family, or marries into the 

family, or a good friend of the adventurers marries into the family (listed in order of 

desirability for your purposes.) 

o Access to the family. Whether they live on family property, or visit often, or are visiting 

from out of town, you need a comfortable way for them to interact. 

o Family roots. This family could be international, or based in any nation. Noble families from 

all over make deals with demons. The dark fey twist may work best in Scarabae, or in a 

family with Scarabaen roots. Shae Isle is also an appropriate background. 

 

 Experienced adventurers who have traveled and faced adversity together; the more horrific the 

challenges they have encountered, the better. 

 

 [Players who are good sports.] Characters who hold grudges are welcome! 
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They are visiting a family holding, or a clan patriarch comes to visit them. They meet with an old man 

who is respected and a leader in the family, who is in his 80s. For now, we will call him Faulknae. 
 

He wants to have a private conversation with the character who is a family member. It is up to your group 

how sensible it is to include the others, though Faulknae may ask for them if they are a tight group with 

demonstrable discretion and trustworthiness when entrusted with scandalous background. 
 

Ideally he is a mentor figure that they’ve worked with before, whether in political intrigues or managing 

internal family affairs or running errands or whatever. He shares the following information according to 

his personality and rhythm. He is gravely serious as he tells them about the secret family history.  
 

 700 years ago, a merchant named Druvane [last name] made a deal with a dark fey lord known as the 

Lord of Teeth. In exchange for Druvane’s dreams, and the dreams of his family, the Lord of Teeth 

would assure the family was materially prosperous, never wanting for money. 
 

 All those who were in the family enough to lose their dreams were in the family enough to be covered 

by the promise of wealth. They have no dreams at all, or strange dark fey dreams of eldritch portent. 

They do not rise refreshed and rested, but always a bit haunted and weary. 
 

 Every 60 years, the Lord of Teeth takes the accumulated energy of 60 years of dreaming and shapes a 

monster from it. The Lord of Teeth summons to him one of the most active adventurers in the family, 

who has seen the most remarkable things and experienced the most horror, to serve as a focus for 

creating the monster. 
 

 When the monster is created, the Lord of Teeth sells it to the highest bidder, among fey and demons 

and other evil creatures in the market for a brand new nightmare. If the focus adventurer survives the 

monster’s creation, the adventurer feels an unpleasant connection to it as long as they are both alive. 
 

 60 years ago, Faulknae was the focus adventurer. He was summoned to the Lord of Teeth, and he 

traveled through seven Shaping Realms stuffed with illusion and dream energy. The monster took 

shape from his thoughts and actions, fears and weaknesses, and when he faced the Lord of Teeth and 

the monster he crafted, he was struck down and the monster given life from his own life spark. 
 

 Faulknae hunted the monster for thirty years, until he was too old to live the monster-hunting life. He 

never did kill it, and even now they can feel each other. He would spare the character that misery. 
 

 He researched how to kill the Lord of Teeth. 

o He knows that there is a dolmen on the moor, and an incantation to open it. 

o Going beneath, there is a barrier that must be disabled with a magic key. 

o Go through the seven Shaping Realms one at a time. 

o Come out in the Deep Maw of the Lord of Teeth; there, in his home, he can be killed by an 

enchanted iron dagger (which Faulknae provides.) 
 

 Time is short. Kill the Lord of Teeth before he captures you and puts you through this agony. 
 

 (He doesn’t want to talk about his monster. If you want, you can make his monster up; you can even 

use it to harass characters earlier in their careers, or have Faulknae talk to them because they killed 

his monster and they can prevent the creation of another.) He doesn’t know much more. 
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Characters should not have much trouble finding the dolmen, or reciting the incantation to open it to the 

Ardenwald. When they go beneath, the tunnel winds down to a massive door, and they can use the key 

Faulknae gave them to open it. Beyond lies the first of the seven Shaping Realms. 

 

These require some forethought and preparation. Each description is very basic, including the theme, 

possible challenges, the method of escape, and a theme to try and bring out as they face danger. 

Characters can escape to the next realm by dying, always. Feel free to use these in any order, though 

the first one should feel safe at least until they step inside. 

 

Death and Dying. All crit rolls are -6 in the Shaping Realms. If a crit is reduced to 0, or a positive 

number, then the character is still up with 1 Wound. Foes ignore the fallen. Anyone who actually dies is 

instead shunted to the next realm. Each death gives the monster +1 Wound. 

 

Combat and interactions are all with shadows pulled from the minds and hearts of the characters. They 

will likely be relieved that magic and magic items work normally. The enchanted iron dagger Faulknae 

gave them has no special powers here or elsewhere. It is enchanted—to look enchanted. 

 

 A safe place. At first everything is pleasant and as it should be, though there is no one around. 

Laughing friends approach, see them, and freak out. They appear as monsters, and cannot make 

themselves understood. Local defenders attack them to drive them away or trap and kill them. 

 Exit. Escape the setting’s boundaries. 

 Theme. Dare they sacrifice themselves to protect a haven they care about? Will they attack 

those they respect, if in danger? 

 

 The Wailing Labyrinth. (A battlefield or charnel setting.) A chill place in the bones, regardless of 

the temperature on the skin. They are in a place where they witnessed great slaughter of friends and 

foes alike. First they are confronted with incorporeal images of friends they’ve lost, or enemies, come 

to wearily greet them. As they resist terror and horror, as soon as they take action to escape or attack, 

physical undead rise and face them. Things escalate until they face a reaper.  

 Exit. They must impede the reaper, and get through its robes as a door. 

 Theme. Do they fear death? Are they weak against the undead? 

 

 A Dark and Powerful Enemy. They are in the other-dimensional lair of a demon lord or god they 

have crossed. The cosmic entity is returning, they have limited time to escape. The entity’s servants 

try to restrain them so they can receive their judgment.  

 Exit. They only escape when they are all restrained. 

 Theme. How much willpower do they have to struggle against the inevitable? 

 

 Battle. Reliving an intense fight, they see a clear exit and on the other side a warrior, good friend of 

theirs, cornered and threatened. They can go to the rescue, or simply leave.  

 Exit. The exit is clear and obvious. It’s not even a trap. 

 Theme. How loyal are they? How vulnerable through friends and family? 

 

 Hunt. Relive a time they’ve been pursued at a severe disadvantage. 

 Exit. If they can get behind their pursuers, around their line somehow, they can escape. 

 Theme. How resourceful are they? 
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 Trial. Either relive a painful trial from the past, or put the most guilty character on trial. Use familiar 

trappings and people. You know what charges and penalties work best for your group. The catch is 

that the sentence is lightened and evidence thrown out each time the one on the stand blames or 

implicates another person. The more fingers point, the lighter the sentence.  

 Exit. Escape when a verdict is delivered (whatever it is.) 

 Theme. Will the one on the stand implicate others to protect himself? 

 

 Party. They find themselves in the middle of a cheerful celebration, their greatest enemies throwing a 

party. They are treated as heroes for betraying their cause. Adoring fans want stories, autographs, 

seats next to them; the drinks keep flowing their way. Later, medals will be pinned on them for their 

outstanding service to their former enemies in betraying their past cause. 

 Exit. The way out is shining medals; they can be pinned onto the characters, or stolen. 

 Theme. How important is their reputation? Would they rather be celebrities or have integrity? 

 

 

From the moment they enter the Shaping Realms, track all their spent Awesome Points on the “Nightmare 

Monster” worksheet. Every time 4 Awesome Points are spent on a category, or the party takes 4 Wounds, 

the monster grows more powerful. 

 

Awesome Points represent pushing beyond your normal capacity, putting your all into something to 

overcome your own weakness through force of will, luck, and possibly divine favor. All that extra energy 

provides the print that shapes the monster to align with the style, fears, and subconscious of the 

characters. The way they spend Awesome Points shapes the monster as they push through the realms of 

stored dream energy, leaving their psychic print behind. 

 

Trait Increases Spend What? Doing What? 

Wounds Party takes 4 Wounds.  

Weapons Party spends 4 Awesome Points. Reduce incoming Wounds. 

Armor Party spends 4 Awesome Points. Increase attack Wounds. 

Intellect Party spends 4 Awesome Points. Improvisation. 

Attributes Party spends 4 Awesome Points. Ability tests. 

Talents Party spends 4 Awesome Points. Recharge talents. 

Arcane Party spends 4 Awesome Points. Spellcasting. 

Weakness Roleplay Impressive, non-selfish act. 

 

Either take the time and focus to jot hash marks on the worksheet as the game goes, or bring in someone 

to do it for you (whatever works best in your group.) Any time there is a lull on your end as the players 

discuss plans or take a break, tally up what you’ve got so far and see how the monster is shaping up! 

 

You know your group. If there are monster talents they’ve loudly protested in the past, or certain key 

encounters that live in their collective memories, pull monster talents from that history. Be familiar with 

what is available, and what you are likely to use for a monster. Familiarity with the list allows you to pull 

monster talents into the Shaping Realms to use, and possibly graft onto the monster as a souvenir of the 

shaping experience. 

 

They don’t know they are building a monster, but you do. The more they struggle, the more awesome they 

are in these shadow theaters, the more form and shape they give to the creature they’ll face at the end. 
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As they exit the seventh Shaping Realm, they will find themselves in a replica of the noble house’s great 

hall, the seat of power in the most impressive (or most familiar) family manor. Seated in the place of 

honor is the Lord of Teeth. 

 

He is trim, slender, with colorless hair. He is impeccably dressed in human leathers in an alien style. His 

voice is pleasant, almost hypnotic, and he is extremely polite. Behind him in the shadows squats an 

almost-visible shadowbeast, the framework of the monster they’ve created—still inert. 

 

His objective is to goad them into striking him. He explains a few things to them. He will talk until 

stabbed or bashed or whatever; his goal is to get hit, and he sees nothing wrong with speechifying until 

they make him stop. 

 Faulknae was a trap. Well meaning, and he thought he knew secrets, but he was an unwitting tool to 

get them here. He was part of the plan, not a clever way to stop it. 

 The enchanted iron dagger—a useful stage prop to bolster their courage, nothing more.  

 All of them contributed to shaping this dream monster. He is experimenting with a group instead of 

an individual. 

 The dream energy is like water, soil, nutrients; but the human imagination and spirit, that is the seed. 

And the more rich the seed, the more magnificent the bloom that grows from it. Effusive thanks. 

 The thing they build will be immune to their greatest most common tactics. It will reflect their 

greatest fears and defeats. 

 

He counts as 0 Wounds (don’t tell them so until after they’ve boosted their damage as much as they can.) 

Roll a normal critical when they hit him—but apply it to the focus character! The blood and pain from 

that injury is the spark that rouses the monster. The character may survive, or may be slain by this attack, 

depending on the crit roll. 

 If more than one hit him in 1 round, each one that hits him creates a monster. They can breed true. 

Each hit is a critical on the target character. 

 

The vanished Lord of Teeth laughs mockingly, and they have to fight the monster.  

 

 Every character the monster “kills” wakes by the dolmen with full Wounds. (Only scars from “dying” 

and handicaps from crippling crits stay with the characters, and only from this fight.) The dolmen is 

no longer accessible, it no longer provides a way into the Ardenwald. 

 

 If the characters somehow kill the monster, they will anger the Lord of Teeth. Sixty years of dream 

energy, lost, just like that. Furious, he ejects them from the dolmen as though they were killed. The 

good news is, he is not impulsive about combat or matters of revenge. The bad news is, he is patient 

and he has a memory for grudges that spans thousands of years. 
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“ ”

 

There are several ways to stop the Lord of Teeth from getting away with the monster, or to get some 

sense of victory from the adventure. 

 

 If they don’t hit the Lord of Teeth, then the creature is not given life; it is created, but inert, and the 

Lord of Teeth will have to find another way to bring it life. This has never happened to him before. 

His efforts are beyond the scope of this adventure, but should come up again for the characters. 

o He can say whatever he wants, and move around, but he can’t attack them or summon 

something to attack them. This confrontation is verbal until the characters escalate it. 

 

 They kill the big monster as it is born. 

o Characters can refuse to give it energy. Every Awesome Point they spend is a point towards 

creation. If they focus on moving, and don’t engage or fight, they won’t spend many 

Awesome Points or get hurt very badly. The monster will be weak, they can defeat it easily. 

o Bonus! You’ve got a dark fey enemy for the characters! 

 

 They can wipe out the family, thus ending the pact, but that’s a bit much. It also doesn’t address the 

monster that was already made. 

 

 

 If they defeated the monster, the Lord of Teeth is a background concern at best. He is out of their 

reach, and they are likely to get on with whatever they were doing before they were interrupted. 

 

 If the monster survived, they might want to track it as best they can. Give them a way to consult sage 

types to find out who might have purchased the creature, combined with the instincts of the family 

member (if that character survived.) Go hunting. Clear the party’s conscience for their part in 

releasing this thing, or worse yet, these things (hunting baby monsters is fun too.) 

 

 If they get on with their lives, and the monster is still out there, you’ve got a great story for how it 

came to be. You can use it as a recurring guest star. Consequences unfold. 

 

 They might want to break the bargain the noble family has with the Lord of Teeth. They could go to 

the fey to find out about the nature and whereabouts of the contract, and how to negate it. They may 

also wish to put some thought into protection from the backlash. And maybe they like their material 

prosperity and the occasional monster and some rough nights better than poverty and rich dreams. 

Resistance to their efforts could rise from unexpected quarters. That is beyond the scope of this event. 
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Use the monster builder on page 245. 

 

Theme: (Based on focus character fear.) 

 

 

Wounds:  Default 5, +1 per 4 Wounds the party takes. 

 

Size: About 1 foot tall or long per Wound, about 100 pounds per Wound. 

Weapons: 1 natural weapon per 4 Awesome Points spent reducing incoming Wounds. 

 

 

(Note weapon types, and whether or not they are independent or combined.) 

Armor: +1 Armor level per 4 Awesome Points spent on increasing Wounds of attacks. 

 

 
1. None.  2. (4) Light.  3. (8) Medium.  4. (12) Heavy.  5.  (16) Super Heavy.  (Every +4, +1 soak) 

Intellect: +1 Intellect level per 4 Awesome Points spent on improvisation. 

 
1. Unresponsive.  2. Animal.  3. Monster. (20% speech).  4. Human (50% speech).  5. Genius (80% speech). 

Attributes: +1 per 4 Awesome Points spent on ability tests. 

 

 

Talents: +1 Talent per 4 Awesome Points spent to recharge talents. 

 

 

 

 

 

Arcane: +1 Arcane Talent per 4 Awesome Points spent on spellcasting. 

 

 

 

 

Weakness: +1 Weakness for every impressive and non-selfish act of morality and sacrifice for honor 

and principle. 

 

 

 

 


